INTRODUCTION
A sequence of integers x1 <x2 < . . . < xk is called an ascending wave (AW)oflengthkifxi+,-xi<xi+,-xi+,forall l<i<k-2.Letf(k)be the smallest positive integer such that in any 2-coloring of { 1,2, . . . . f(k)} there is a monochromatic ascending wave of length k. It is easy to see that (O-1) Indeed, let C be a coloring of { 1, . . . . k3} in red and blue. Assume, without loss of generality, that 1 is colored red. If there are k consecutive integers colored blue we have a monochromatic AW of length k, as needed.
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Otherwise, put a,=O, a, = 1 and define, recursively, a,, i = min{xIx-ai>ai-ai-l and x is colored red}, (i> 1). As there are no k consecutive integers colored blue this gives ai+ i < ui + ui -ai-i + k and hence a,<1 +k+2k+ . . . +k(k-l)=l+;k'(k-1)<k3.
A=u,<u2< ...
< uk is a red AW of length k, establishing (0.1). Brown, Erdos, and Freedman [BEF] showed that k2-k+ 1 <f(k)<k3/3-4k/3+3
for all k > 1 and asked if, in fact, the lower bound is the exact value off(k) for all k > 1. Here we show that this is false by proving the following theorem, which determines the asymptotic behavior of the function J: THEOREM 1.1. Q(k3) <f(k) < O(k3).
I.e., there are two positive constants c,, c2 > 0 such that c,k3bf(k)<c2k3
for all k> 1. Let g= g(n) be the largest positive integer such that any set A s { 1, 2, . . . . n} of cardinality IAl > $r contains an ascending wave of length g. Brown, ErdGs, and Freedman [BEF] showed that Lqlog n) < g(n) < O(G).
Our next theorem determines almost precisely the asymptotic behavior of the function g. THEOREM 2.1. Q(log' n/log log n) < g(n) d O(log' n).
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 are given in Sections 1 and 2, respectively. The final Section 3 contains some concluding remarks and open problems.
MONOCHROMATIC ASCENDING WAVFB
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. Recall that Brown, ErdGs, and Freedman [BEF] showed that f(k) < k3/3 -4k/3 + 3, so it remains to prove the lower bound. We prove the lower bound by a probabilistic construction. Put b = Lk/40] and m = L10-20k2J Let C be a random 2-coloring of the integers 1, 2, . . . . 4bm defined as follows; Split these integers into 4m blocks B,, B,, . . . . B, of b consecutive integers each. I.e., Bi= {(i-l)b+ 1, (i- For all 1~ j < m and all 0 < s < 3 we color all the members of the block B,-3 by the color ucjS. This defines a random coloring C of N= (1, 2, . ..) 4bm). We next show that the probability that in this coloring there is a monochromatic ascending wave of length k is smaller than 1 for sufficiently large k. This clearly implies the lower bound in Theorem 1.1 and completes its proof. For convenience, we split the proof into several lemmas. The first one is an immediate consequence of the construction. For 1~ i < 4m let col(B,) denote the common color of the members of the block Bi. Thus col(B,) is a random variable whose range is (0, l}. (iv) The colors of blocks whose pairwise distances are at least four mutually independent. I.e., for every 1 < i, < i2 < i, < . . . c i, < 4m that satisfy ii+, -ii>4 for 1 <j< s andfor every E,, Ed, . . . . E,E (0, 1 }, Prob(col( B,,) = ej for 1 < j < s) = l/2".
(v) The colors of pairs of consecutive blocks whose pairwise distances are at least four are mutually independent. Namely, for every 1<i,<i,+5<i2<i,+5<i,< ... <iSPi<i,-,+5<iS<4mandforevery El, 61, Ez, 62, ...Y Es, 6, E (0, 11,  Prob(col(B,J = ~~ and col(B,,_,) = Sj for 1 <j< s) = l/4".
An arithmetic progression x1 < x2 < . . . < x, in N is called good (with respect to the coloring C) if for every E E (0, I} there is a member xi of the progression that belongs to a block Bj and col(B,) = col(B,+ 1) = E. A progression which is not good is bad. LEMMA 1.3. The probability that there is a bad progression with difference d > b of t = [ 100 log k] terms is at most 0.01.
ProoJ: Let P = x, c x2 < . . . < x, be a fixed progression with difference d > b. Notice that no two elements of P belong to the same block. For each i, 1 < i< t/S, let Ci be the block that contains xsi and let Di be the consecutive block. By Lemma 1.2, part (v):
The total number of arithmetic progressions of length t in N is bounded by (4bm)' <0.01k6. Thus, the expected number of such bad sequences is smaller than 0.01, and the probability that there is one is at most 0.01, as claimed. 1 LEMMA 1.4. Suppose the coloring C contains no bad progressions with difference d > b of t = [ 100 log k] terms. Then in any monochromatic ascending wave in N of I = rkl2-j terms the last difference is at least k2/108 log2 k.
Proof.
Let A = a, < a2 < . .. <a, be a monochromatic ascending wave. Without loss of generality we may assume that its color is 0. By Lemma 1.2, part (i), C contains no 5 consecutive blocks of color 0. It follows that at most 46 c k/10 members of A are consecutive integers. After these, A has to jump at least one block and as it is ascending we conclude that for g = Lk/lO] we have ai+, -a, > b for all i > g. Suppose h 2 g and put d = ah + 1 -a,,. Consider the arithmetic progression x,,, xi, . . . . x, where t=LlOOlogkJ, xO=ah and x,=ah+l. As this progression is good there is some i such that X~E Bj and col(Bj) = col(Bj+ i) = 1. As A is an ascending wave it is clear that a,, + i 2 xi. Moreover, as a,, + i is colored 0, it must be bigger than the maximum element of Bj+ i. It follows that ah+ i -ah > id + b. Therefore, the average difference aj+ i -aj for h < j < h + i is at least d + b/i 2 d+ b/100 log k. As A is ascending we conclude that ah + 1+ iah+t>ah+l -a,, + blO0 log k. Summing these inequalities for h = g + it 0 < i < rk/3tJ we obtain b k2
. 100 log k ' lo8 log' k'
This completes the proof. 1
An immediate consequence of the last two lemmas is the following. COROLLARY 1.5. For sufficiently large k, the probability that in the coloring C there is a monochromatic ascending wave of [k/2] terms whose fast difference is smaller than 4b (6 k2/108 log* k) is at most 0.01. Remark 1.6. Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 easily imply that f(k) 2 Q(k3/log2 k), since in any monochromatic ascending wave of length k, each of the last k/2 differences will be at least k*/lO* log* k. Our objective is to improve this bound and get the sharp estimate f(k) >, Q(k3). This requires some additional work, which follows.
Let us call a sequence X of positive real numbers x, < x2 < . . . < x, a real ascending t-wave if O<x, <x,< t*, xi+1 -xi<xj+,-xi+ 1 for all 1~ i < t -2, and x, -x, _ 1 < lo-l4 t. For such a sequence X, let LXJ denote the sequence of the integer parts of the members of X, i.e., LXJ = (Lx, J, Lx2 J, . . . . Lx, _I). Let R, denote the set of all real ascending t-waves and define LR,J = {LXJ: XE R,}. Clearly, LRJ is a finite set. The next lemma provides an upper bound on its cardinality. 1. Otherwise, we call it good. Since d,-, < lo-l4 t the number of bad blocks is at most lop6 t (since the difference between any two nonequal dj*'s is at least lo-*). These bad blocks contain at most r10P3 tl xj's, and there are at most be a good block. The value of each member of D is known, up to an error of 2 x 10P5, and we also know that the differences between any pair of consecutive members of the block differ from each other by at most lo-*. Let us call a member xj of the block sure if Lxj] is determined from our knowledge about the value of xj. Otherwise, call it unsure. If the number of unsure elements in the block is at most 500, then there are at most 2500 possibilities for the values of {Lxj]: xi' D}. El se, there are two consecutive unsure elements in the block. Each of these two elements differs from an integer by at most 2 x 10m5 and hence their difference differs from an integer d by at most 4 x 10b5. As D is a good block, the differences between consecutive elements of D satisfy d+
d(i-I),ooo+l + lo-'. It th us o f 11 ows that each member of the block differs from an integer by not more than 5 x 10P2. Let {x,: jc J} be the collection of all unsure elements in C. Each Lxj_l can be, according to our estimate for xj, either nj or ni + 1. Suppose that for a sequence X and for some i < j, i, Jo J we have LxJ = n, and Lxj_l = nj + 1. Then one can easily check that dip I = xi-xi-1 is slightly more than the integer d, as xi -xi is slightly more than d. (j -i) and the sequence is ascending. It thus follows that in this case, for every I > j, 1 ~j, we have Lx, J = nl + 1. But this means that the number of possibilities for (Lxj]: j E J) is at most ( '-'I$ ') + 1 < 10002 < 2500. Therefore, in any case, the number of possibilities for (LxiJ: xj~D) for any good block D is at most 2500, and the total number of possibilities for the floors of all the members of the good blocks is at most 2 .
v (1.4)
We conclude that lLR,Jl is bounded by the product of the estimates in (l.l), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), as needed. As the expression in (1.1) can be bounded by 2
where H(x)= -xlog,x-(l-x) log,(l -x) is the binary entropy function this implies that for large t, [L'R, JI < 22r'3, as claimed. 1
It is worth noting that with some additional effort the estimate in Lemma 1.7 can be improved, but for our purposes here the present bound suffice.
We now return to our random coloring C of the integers 1,2, . . . . 4bm. LEMMA 1.8. For sufficiently large k, the probability that there is, in C, a monochromatic ascending wave of length t = [k/4] whose first difference is at least 4b and whose last difference is smaller than lOWI4 t. b = 10-14Lk/4 j. Lk/40_1 is smaller than 0.01.
Proof: Let Q denote the set of all ascending waves in N= { 1, 2, . ..) 4bm} whose first difference is bigger than 4b and whose last difference is smaller than 10-14. t .b. For each member A = (a, < a2 < . . . a,) of Q define an associated real ascending t-wave X=X(A)ER, by X=(x,<x,< ... <x,) where xi= a,lb. Recall that LXJ = (Lx, J, Lx2J, . . . . LxtJ) and notice that A is monochromatic if and only if all blocks {Bc,,,: 1 Q i < t} have the same color. By Lemma 1.2 part (iv) for each fixed sequence LX(A) J = (Lx1 J, . . . . Lx, J), the probability that all the blocks {BL,,: 1~ i < t} have the same color is precisely 2/2'. By Lemma 1.7, for sufficiently large t there are at most 22"3 possible sequences LX(A) J. Therefore, the probability that there is a monochromatic ascending wave A in Q is bounded by 2 21/3. 2/2*, which is smaller than 0.01, for all sufficiently large t. 1
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. By Corollary 1.5 and Lemma 1.8, for sufficiently large k, there is a coloring C of N= (1, 2, . ..) 4bm) = { 1, 2, . . . . 4. Lk/40 J . L10P2' k2 J} that satisfies the following two properties;
The last difference of any monochromatic ascending wave of length rk/Zl is at least 4b.
(1.5) The last difference of any monochromatic ascending wave of length Lk/4 J whose first difference is at least 4b, is at least lo-i4Lk/4J+k/40J> lo-".k'.
(1.6) Let us assume that there is a monochromatic ascending wave A = (aI < a, < . a. c a,) of length k in N. By (1.5), ark,?, -arklz,-I 3 4b. Therefore, by (1.6), ay,,,,, + 1 -ay,,+, > 10-l' . k2. However, since A is ascending this implies that ai+ r -ai > 10-l' k2 for all i > [3k/41. Therefore ak > lo-" k2 .Lk/4J > IO-l8 k3 >4bm, and hence A is not contained in N, contradicting our hypothesis. This shows that f(k) > S2(k3) and completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 1
ASCENDING WAVEB IN DENSE SETS
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1.
Upper bound. Our construction is a discrete form of a Cantor set. For i > 1, 1 < r < 2'-1, r odd, let Ai denote those integers x, nr2-'<x<nr2-'+n2-'/2logn. Let Ai denote the union of Aj over these r. As IAil <n2-'/2 log n+ 1, lAil <n/4 log n + 2'-'. Let s be maximal with 2" < n/2 log n. Let B equal theunionofA,, l<i<sandS=(l,...,n)-B, (BI 6 f: (n/4 log n + 2'-') <n/4 + 2", i=l so ISI 2 n/2. Now let a,, a2, _.. be an AW in S. Let 1 c i ,( s + 1 and suppose x, + 1 -x,>n2-'/2logn. Then x,+g,og.-xI~n2-(i-2). Hence C&X f+8lOgn ] must intersect some A:-r and therefore x,+ 1 -x, > 2 -(i-'l/2 log n for some 24, t<~< 1+ 8 log n. The hypothesis holds for i=s+l, k=l (as x2-x,>l) so for some U, l<u<l+s(8logn)< 8 log' n, it holds for i = 2, i.e., x,+ 1 -x, > n/4 log n. The AW can have only 4 logn further terms so its total length is less than 8 log2 n +4 log n= (8 + o(1)) log2 n.
Lower bound. Fix SC [n], ISI = n/2. For 0 < i < log n an i-gap is a gap in S with length in [2', 2'+ '). Let ui be the total length of all i-gaps so u. + . . . + ulogn = n/2. Then log n log n iTo u; < (log log n) c uk = n(log log n)/2. k=O We call i OK if 24; < 4n/log n (2-l) u: < 2n(log log n)/log n In (x, x + 2' log n/100) the sum of all (i-j)-gaps, 1 < j ,< log log n (i.e., of size between 2'/log n and 2'), is less than 2' log log n. (2.7)
CLAIM.
At least 0.43 n x E [n] are i-fine.
Proof. Precisely n/2 x E [n] fail (2.4) and, by (2.3), o(n) < 0.01 n x E [n] fail (2.5). If x satisfying (2.4), (2.5) fails (2.6) then y -2'log n/100 <x < y, where y is the leftmost element of an (i + j)-gap, j > 0. There are at most ~~+~2-'~j such gaps and so at most (2'log n)/lOO 1 ~4,+~2-~-j= uj(log n)/lOO <n/25 j>o (by (2.1)) such x. Let A be the union of all (i -j)-gaps, 1 < j G log log n, so that IA 1 = u:' < 2n log log n/log n by (2.2). Then x, x + 2'log n/100] n AJ < IAl 2'log n/100 < 2'n(log log n)/50 and (2.7) fails for at most n/50 XE [n] .
Altogether at most 0.57nx are not i-fine, completing the proof of the claim. Double counting, there exists x E [n] which is i-fine for at least 0.43111 > (log n)/lO, i E I. Fix this x and let Z* be those i E Z for which x is i-fine.
The AW will be found by "splicing together" AWs for the various i E I*. The individual AWs are given by the following result. CLAIM. Let x be i-fine. Let y satisfy x < y 6 x + 2' log n/200.
That is, y is at most "halfway" through the interval (x, x+ 2'logn/lOO). Then there is an AW y=x,<x,< ..' <x, of length u = lo-' log njlog log n satisfying x, < x0 + 2' log n/200 (2.8) xi-x02 10.2'10g10gn (2.9)
x,-x,_,<20~2'loglogn. (2.10)
Proof: We find this AW by a "greedy algorithm." Set x = y, do = 10.2'log log n. Now, by induction, let x, be the least element of S which is at least ~,-~+d,-, and set d,=xl-xl-,. Set D,=d,-d,+r. Each D, is at most the length of the gap containing x,-1 + A,-1 ; when x,-l+A,-,ES, D,=O.
Assume (2.8). The gaps containing x,-I + A,-r, 1~ t < U, then all lie in (x, x + 2' log n/100). Critically, they are all disjoint as they are separated by elements of the AW. Thus D,+ ... + D, < 2' log log n + u(2'/fog n) < 2.2' log log n.
Here 2'log log n is a bound by (2.6) (2.7) on the sum of all gaps in the interval of size at least 2'/log n and u(2'/log n) bounds the sum of those terms less than 2'/log n. Now has been created with z, < x + 2" log n/100 z -z,~,<20.2"loglogn. w Since i' < i-1, 2" < 2'12 and so z, < x + 2' log 4200 z,-z2,-1 < 10 .2' log log n.
Apply the claim for i with y = z, to give an AW that we relabel z,,,<z,,,+~ < ... <z,+.. As Zw+l -z,~10.2'loglogn>z,-z,~, we may append this wave onto the old AW giving an AW z. < . . . < z, + il still satisfying the induction hypothesis.
As each ie Z* adds u = lop5 log n/log log n elements to the AW, the final AW has 4Z*l 2 10m6 log n/log log n elements.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A real ascending wave of length k is a sequence of k real numbers O<a,<a,< ... <ak such that ai+,-ai<ai+,-ai+, for all 1 <i<k-2. Our proof for Theorem 1.1 actually gives the following, somewhat stronger, result: There is a positive constant c > 0 such that for every k 2 1 there is a 2-coloring of the real interval [0, ck3] which contains no monochromatic real ascending waves a, < a2 < 3 .. < ak of length k, with a2 -a, 2 1.
The results of [BEF] imply that for any c(, 0 < a < 1, there is a positive constant c = c(a) such that any set A c { 1,2, . . . . n} of cardinality IAl > no1 contains an ascending wave of length at least c . log n. Our Cantor-set-type construction for the upper bound of Theorem 2.1 can be easily modified to show that this is sharp. Namely, for every a, 0 < a < 1, there is a positive constant d(a) and a set A c { 1, . . . . n} of cardinality IA I >, na which contains no ascending wave of length greater than d(a) log n.
We close with some imprecise remarks concerning attempts to improve the lower bound of Theorem 2.1. Let x be i-fine. We would like to eliminate the log log n factor in the claim. We try to set U= lop5 log n and d, = x1 -xg = 10.2'. Say that a gap G in (x, x + 2'log n/100) is "hit" if some xj + Aj E G. As all xi -xi-r > 2' an (i -j)-gap G has "probability" less than 2 -j of being hit. The total size of all (i -j)-gaps, j > 0, that are hit has "expectation" less than C Ui-j(2'lOg n/lOO n) 2-j= C 2'-'/lo0 = 2'/100, j>O j>O when all ui= n/log n. If for a given x gaps with total size less than 2'/1OO are hit then D, + ... + D, < 2'/1OO and the proof succeeds.
